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It is difficult for acquiring banks to monitor the constant flow of transactions 
that are moving in and out of the payments system. The evolution of 
e-commerce and the introduction of alternative payment methods have 
opened the gates for transaction laundering operations. Nowadays,  
online businesses are created with ease—making the merchant boarding 
process challenging.

To clarify, transaction laundering occurs when a merchant processes an 
illegal transaction on behalf of a front merchant (a seemingly legitimate 
business). With access to a merchant account these cyber criminals can sell 
illegal goods, drugs, and services at an alarming scale without  
being detected.

G2 has crawled deep into the dark corners of the internet, exposing 
numerous front merchants who have engaged in illegal activity. The following 
case studies show how each merchant operates like a seemingly normal 
business; however, subtle details unveiled more than what the client could 
have ever imagined.  

Introduction
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The LSD Service
Transaction laundering runs off the notion of profit. Money is the driving force behind a criminal’s urge to sell illegal 
goods. To gain the most profit from a business, a criminal must accept all types of payments—especially card payments.

The above is especially true for “front” merchants that are involved in transaction laundering. These are the businesses 
through which purchases for illicit goods are re-routed so that the money can be cleaned and legitimized. The best 
online retail operations make the checkout process as convenient as possible for the consumer. Whether a business is 
legitimate or an illegal underground market, they all abide by the same rule when it comes to making cash. Make it fast. 

The Story
Lying deep within a G2 client’s portfolio was a clothing website that seemed a little more psychedelic than most (See 
Figure 1). After further investigation, the G2 analyst team discovered that the site was password-protected and selling 
more than just t-shirts.

Figure 1: Front site claiming to sell t-shirts

Early Indicators
Figure 1 shows a website selling “research chemicals” under the disguise of a clothing website. The chemical being sold 
is recreational blotter acid—a Schedule I controlled substance under the Controlled Substance Act. The disclaimer “WE 
ONLY SELL BULK QUANTITIES” and unusually high-priced t-shirts are just a few indications of fraud. Additionally, the 
size scheme when selecting a shirt was rather odd as well. 
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The Payment Process
When arriving at checkout the customer has the option to make a 
purchase with Bitcoin or credit card. If the customer chooses to 
use a credit card they are notified by email for further processing 
instructions (See Figure 2).

The steps are as follows:

1. At checkout, the customer is notified that the merchant has 
created a new website for the sole purpose of accepting  
credit cards

2. An email sent to the customers inbox explains that they are 
currently on an old version of the website and to finalize their 
purchase they must visit the updated website that is  
password protected 

3. To access this new site, the customer is given a link to a 
Pastebin URL (See figure 2)

Figure 2: Payment instructions sent to customer via email

In Practice 
On Pastebin, the illegal scheme is revealed along with a warning 
not to move forward with the transaction if the customer has any 
reservations at all. This point is reiterated several times and in bold. 
The customer is provided with the new website link, a password, 
and tips for how to keep the purchase discreet and hidden from the 
bank (See Figure 3).
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How it Works
First, the customer needs to select a t-shirt design, which 
stands for chemical type. Next, the customer must select 
the shirt size which indicates the amount of LSD they want 
to purchase.

Figure 3: LSD purchasing instructions

G2 notified the client about this illegal transaction 
laundering operation hidden within their merchant 
portfolio. The client successfully removed the website 
before an assessment took place. 
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Illegal Gambling Scheme
Often, innocent-looking sites can be a front for transaction laundering. At G2, each website in an acquiring bank’s 
portfolio is carefully assessed for suspicious activity—first through technology and then by one of G2’s expert analysts. 
However, even merchants categorized as “low-risk” can quickly revert to selling drugs or other illegal content. It is  
essential that these websites undergo ongoing monitoring in order to detect any unusual changes. 

Most transaction laundering cases begin with a registered front site that claims to sell legal goods such as clothing, 
sporting goods, vitamin supplements, etc. The front site is then linked to a hidden URL, or in some cases, multiple  
violating sites that customers can purchase illegal products from.
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The Story
A G2 client reported suspicious activity on a merchant 
website located within their portfolio (See Figure 1). 
The website claimed to sell gourmet coffee, mugs, 
grinders, and coffee makers. Transaction analysis found 
inconsistencies that suggested other products were being 
sold, namely health supplements. The products on their 
website had unusual pricing, often a tip-off of a launderer. 
G2’s analyst team further investigated the “coffee 
company” and found multiple indications of  
illegal activity.

After further investigation, G2 discovered a website 
that was secretly connected (See Figure 2). The newly 
discovered website fostered illegal online gambling. G2 
also found connections to two other sites that had nearly 
identical web designs.

Upon further research, G2 found a few suspicious URLs 
that were linked to the operation. The URLs were inactive; 
however, words such as “rx”, “prescription”, and “poker” 
were farther indications of fraud. 

Overall, with the information received from the client 
and G2 technologies, the coffee website was found to be 
laundering for a ring of gambling websites. G2 provided 
this information back to the client so they could terminate 
the merchant and avoid any violations in their portfolio. 

Figure 1: Front site selling coffee products

Figure 2: Linked gambling operation
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Neo-Nazi Front
In the wake of recent events, many payment companies are eager to validate that they are not, directly or indirectly, 
facilitating dangerous hate groups engaged in illegal activities. Others may seek to distance their brands from hate 
speech, however legal. The latest risk, which can be termed hate group laundering, involves extremist groups not in an 
acquirer portfolio processing payments or fundraising through innocuous-seeming front sites.

There is no governmental watchlist like OFAC, and private attempts at watchlists have accidentally ensnared religious 
and health groups. The organizations themselves hide their identities with innocent sounding names. The best method 
around this is to find the hateful content itself. However, this can be obstructed by transaction laundering.

The Story
The front site was an e-commerce retailer selling goods promoting the second amendment. It sold clothes, hats, 
patches, pins and other accessories. Some products were historical, quoting Thomas Jefferson, while some were 
comical, such as “Don’t Steal. Government Hates Competition.” It advertised it accepted all major payment brands.

The website terms took a stand against offensive content. It forbade subject matter that was “illegal, obscene, 
threatening, defamatory, invasive of privacy, infringing of intellectual property rights, objectionable or otherwise injurious 
to any party.” It warned that it tracked and logged IP addresses of visitors to protect against fraud.

Oddly, some product categories were barren. It advertised hats, caps, and bandanas, but only sold two SKUs. It promoted 
books at the top of its navigation, but only had one single edition. Curiously, buried in the middle of its terms of use, 
was the statement, “If you feel offended, hurt, agitated or unable to act responsibly then do us all a favor and just go 
somewhere else.”
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Figure 1: Front site

Fundraising for Hate
The second amendment site deserved a second look. 
G2 discovered a concealed business that was driving 
the bulk of its sales—covertly. The violating site 
billed itself as a music retailer, named The Sound of 
Revolution. The site also sold a variety of expressive 
products like hats, bandanas and t-shirts. The 
merchandise categories were full of inventory: over 230 
books, 26 hats, as well as well-stocked flags, posters 
and patches. It also sold military collectibles, knives, 
and daggers.

Clothes and merchandise promoted white supremacist 
motifs and chillingly, weapons of murder. A video game 
touted the mission was to “Ethnically cleanse. Eliminate 
all subhumans.”

The Beneficiary
The proceeds of this hateful transaction laundering 
scheme funded a movement that denies membership to 
certain ethnic, religious, and cultural groups. G2’s  
client considered such messages unacceptable and 
brand damaging. 

G2 worked with the client to terminate the front site and 
cut off the hate group laundering in its portfolio. When 
the movement changed names and attempted to gain 
payments access from another acquirer, G2 caught it 
again. G2 continues to search for further attempts from 
this operation and others that raise money through 
content that violates clients’ acceptable use policies.

Figure 2: Illicit hate site

Figure 3: Video game promoting ethnic cleansing
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The Perfect Gift

The introduction of alternative payment methods (APMs) allows criminals 
to fly under the radar, selling illegal goods online while laundering the 
transactions to appear legitimate. Criminals are not only using APMs to steal, 
but they are also using them to sell. Money transfers are a common method 
because the transaction is difficult to reverse. However, with the increase in 
regulations and monitoring, criminals are migrating toward APMs that offer 
more anonymity.

Pre-paid gift cards can offer anonymity. They can be turned around and sold 
on the black market, allowing criminals to receive the funds and quickly cash 
them out. This payment method is “cash-like,” meaning it is nearly impossible 
to reverse the payment and the transaction is virtually untraceable.
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The Story
G2 discovered a website that was illegally selling 
prescription drugs online (See Figure 1). The illegal site 
claimed to sell brand narcotics manufactured from a 
United States laboratory, occasionally importing the 
drugs from Europe when out of stock. The website 
offered a variety of pills including Oxycodone, Vicodin, 
Percocet, and others. Consumers were allowed one 
purchase per month which included a free prescription 
from one of their “licensed” doctors. Each order was 
shipped from one of three warehouses located in 
Seattle, Texas, and Miami.

At checkout, customers were given the option to pay 
over the phone using a debit or credit card or with 
alternative payment methods. They encouraged their 
customers to purchase the pills using bitcoin or gift 
cards, claiming that it was cheaper for them to process 
the payment. They also informed their customers that 
the drugs would be shipped in unmarked packages, 
“very discreetly” using FedEx, UPS or DHL. Customers 
also received the option to have their illegal drugs 
shipped via FedEx overnight within the U.S.

This was one of many websites G2 discovered using 
alternative payment methods to sell drugs online. 
Introducing new payment methods into the industry 
creates a gray area, making it difficult for acquiring 
banks to notice these illegal transactions. As the 
payments industry evolves, so does the black market.

Figure 1: Illegal pharma website

Figure 2: Checkout page offereing  
super discreet packaging
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Online Steroid Ring
Anabolic steroids contain performance-enhancing agents 
that act by increasing lean muscle protein synthesis and 
body weight, without increasing fat mass. Even with the 
known dangers and laws criminalizing the distribution and 
possession of performance enhancing drugs, there are 
more than 50 types of anabolic steroids and 30 additional 
stimulants used in combination with them, now known to 
international regulators.

The market has become saturated with counterfeit 
versions of these drugs, which pose additional risks to 
health and safety. When consumers purchase steroids 
online, they never know what they are buying.

The Story
The violating merchant, Body Sports Pro, was an online 
retailer of sports and exercise-related nutritional products, 
advertising an assortment of vitamins, minerals, health 
supplements, and protein blends. It utilized a simple, but 
effective web design, and seemed like an innocent, new 
online business. There were no red flags at boarding,  
and the acquirer had no reason to question the  
merchant’s legitimacy.    

Body Sports Pro was later identified to be operating as 
a “front” site processing payments for another store, 
Anabolic Steroids Worldwide. This illegal merchant was 
selling oral and injectable steroids, HGH and peptides, and 
other illicit performance enhancing drugs (See Figure 1).

G2 discovered that the violator processing these 
transactions was merely one small component of a much 
larger enterprise. More violating sites were exposed, 
structured into separate groups using multiple  
merchant accounts. 

By creating these “pods” of sites, and working to eliminate 
the visible connections between them, the criminals 
created an intricate architecture of illegal activity. This was 
a full-fledged steroid ring, and they counted on acquirers 
and law enforcement to overlook the seemingly invisible 
lines cascading between their web domains, routing and 
rerouting payment processing methods.
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To further evade suspicion, the ring ran its websites using different web servers and separate hosting providers in 
different countries (See Figure 2). To gain customer trust and loyalty—on many sites—they boasted a 99.9% delivery rate 
to North America, South America, and Europe. If a package were seized at customs, a replacement would be shipped. 
They even offered customers a 10% discount for using a bank transfer as the payment method on their first purchase.

After facing the assessment, the acquiring bank quickly terminated the violating merchant account. Threats had been 
averted, and the company could move forward with confidence, knowing that they were in full compliance and their 
portfolio was being monitored for any potential fraud in the future.

Figure 1: Customers are re-routed to the  
payment processing page

Figure 2: G2 identified violators based in  
multiple countries
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Next Steps
Transaction laundering activity is difficult to identify. 
However, each website reported and shut down helps to 
cleanse the global payments community and establishes a 
safer online market. 

For more information on G2’s Transaction Laundering 
Detection, please visit www.g2llc.com or contact us at 
info@g2llc.com.


